YOU KNOW THAT YOUR CHILD CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
At a UWC school, they’ll understand how

FROM DREAMERS TO DOERS
With a child as motivated and passionate as yours, you can already see the potential and drive that they have to make a lasting impact on the world. But how can you help them turn that passion into progress?

They could attend a school like every other. Or they could attend a school that turns today’s dreamers into tomorrow’s doers.

WE EDUCATE TOMORROW’S CHANGEMAKERS
UWC is a global movement that educates future changemakers. Through our schools, our vast community of alumni and our supporters we work towards a more peaceful and sustainable future.

All 18 of our international schools offer a two-year pre-university boarding school experience like no other. Our generous scholarship programme allows 80% of our students to receive financial assistance, meaning that a UWC education is accessible to talented students from any background. With us they will:

- Learn to live in peace and overcome differences
- Care for others and commit to supporting them
- Be challenged, and learn to challenge others empathetically
- Direct their passions into achieving real progress.

www.uwc.org

18 SCHOOLS
4 CONTINENTS
>150 NATIONALITIES
>80% ON SCHOLARSHIP
60,000+ ALUMNI
1 MISSION

GLOBAL PEACE AND SUSTAINABILITY

APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
WITH UWC THEY CAN

• Achieve the IB Diploma
• Get into a leading university
• Develop an international network of fellow changemakers
• Experience new cultures and challenges
• Learn as much outside of the class as within
• Develop determination and resilience needed to change the world
• Make themselves and your family proud

SCHOOLS WITH A DIFFERENCE

We’re not just a global network of schools. UWC is a movement for global peace and sustainability. We are deliberately different and deliberately diverse.

Our schools will inspire and challenge your child to embrace difference with empathy. They will learn how to work with others, irrespective of their background and beliefs, to influence local and global change.

THE IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

We follow the two-year IB Diploma Programme. This prepares 16-19 year old students to find their own voice and path in life, empowering them to embrace challenge and think critically to solve the problems facing our world today and tomorrow.

THE PARENT’S VIEW

"It was life-changing for my daughter - her two years at UWC helped her develop such confidence, understanding, ambition and care for others. UWC opened up a new world of opportunities, and encouraged her to see - as do I - that her potential is limitless."

A GLOBAL NETWORK OF 18 SCHOOLS ON 4 CONTINENTS

IF YOUR CHILD HAS WHAT IT TAKES TO RISE TO THE CHALLENGE, APPLY NOW

Applications for 2022 entry are open:

www.uwc.org/howtoapply